Often Asked Questions on Products
1. My arrow rest broke. Will you warranty it?
We stand by all our products. Before replacing a part, we ask to see the broken one to
determine if there is a structural or manufacturing defect. If it is something as small as a
screw, I generally send a replacement right away and don’t ask for the defective one. If it
is an arrow rest, it is best to get it back to see if it can be repaired and returned or must be
replaced.
2. What is the difference between a compound and a recurve?
A recurve bow has a handle and two limbs that taper and curve at the ends and a string.
As you pull back the string, the pulling weight stays constant and smooth. Shooting a
recurve is also called Olympic style archery.
A compound also has a handle and two limbs but it incorporates a pulley system along
with a string and cables. As you pull back the string, the pulleys act as a block and tackle
which makes the bow easier to pull and hold once you get past the break over point. This
is called let-off and compounds can be adjusted to varying percentages of let-off. A 60#
bow, with 50% let-off will feel like 30# but still have the thrust of 60#.
3. Can Fastset gel be used on wood arrows with a polyurethane coating?
If you are gluing vanes, yes. If you are attempting to put on feathers, no.
4. Why won’ the black lid on my lube tube come off?
The lid is not intended for removal. Simply stick the tip of the oil bottle into the X cut on
the black lid of the Lube tube and squeeze some lube into the tube.
5. What are the best vanes for fixed broadheads?
Either Max Hunter or Elite Plastifletch 40 (4 inch) in either 3 or 4 fletch. Combined with
a fall away rest such as the DOA or Pro Drop this configuration gives great results.

